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John Yuyi. Hang on Hear, 2019 Courtesy the artist and Over the Influence

The Tate Modern’s former curator of photography selects some of the most exciting
emerging image-makers from this year’s Paris Photo
NOVEMBER 16, 2021
TEXT Sarah Moroz

Curiosa was easily demarcated amongst the sprawl of the Paris Photo fair last week
thanks to its innovative aesthetics and hard-to-identify techniques. The sector is
dedicated to emerging artists, and was curated this year by Shoair Mavlian, director of
Photoworks and former curator of photography at the Tate Modern. This year, the
section spotlit four themes: new documentary, experimental, diaristic and performance
(“in the legacy of Nan Goldin”), and conceptual practice. Five galleries are ascribed to
each theme, although they’re often porous enough to overlap.
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Mavlian wanted to provide “a snapshot of how artists are working with photography
right now,” celebrating artists taking photography in a fresh direction. “[I hope]
collectors really embrace supporting contemporary photography beyond just a framed
print,” the curator tells AnOther. “I think we really have to move forward for the medium
to progress – we need collectors to support experimental practice.” Regardless of the
market, she adds that those who still gravitate towards collecting traditional things
nonetheless could “get an insight into what’s going on.” Moreover, Mavlian deemed
many of these 20 bodies of work affordable. (“If I didn’t just buy a ticket to go home to
Australia, I could afford some,” she jokes. “It was a very expensive flight.”)
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As a curator, Mavlian keeps tabs on the next generation of artists across all platforms
and contexts. “I use as many research tools as possible,” she says. “If I see one or two
works and want to find out more, I’ll do my research online first. That determines what
kind of rabbit hole I go into.” She also emphasises the importance of scouring social
media and artist websites, as well as books, monographs and zines. “If I’m lucky
enough to be in the same city they’re showing in, I go see the work,” she adds. “The
experience of physically seeing the work is for the better.” Due to the pandemic, she
curated this edition mostly from selecting images via digital showcase. In situ, however,
she was pleased: “it reaffirms that we do need physical exhibitions and art fairs and
festivals – so we can interact.” Here, she talks through three of her choices.

GALLERY / 6 IMAGES

Paris Photo 2021: John Yuyi at Over the
Influence

JJoohhnn YYuuyyii aatt O
Ovveerr tthhee IInnfflluueennccee
“I was drawn to this because I’m a big fan of Juno Calypso, and this has a lot of
connections to Juno’s work – but is also independent and different in many ways. John
Yuyi was born in Taiwan, and lives between Taipei and New York. A lot of her work is
self-portraiture using her own body. Her work challenges the position of the female
nude in the history of photography. She comes from this post-internet generation,
growing up with an influx of readily-available images online. She crosses into this
Surreal world, in which she puts images of herself onto her own body. The self-portrait
on the contact lens on her finger is this layering of the self on top of the self. She takes
it from the body to inanimate objects: lipstick, cigarettes … she’s done a whole series
where she’s put photographs onto raw meat, like pork skin. She’s also done temporary
tattoos. It’s a mix of thinking of the body as a canvas, about presenting the body in
different ways. She also had a viral series a couple of years ago where she took naked
self-portraits in the toilets of aeroplanes, covering up bits of her body with toilet seat
coverings. She was bored on a long-haul flight, and then it became something quite
comical, and very popular on social media.”

GALLERY / 15 IMAGES

Paris Photo 2021: Ira Lombardia at Alarcon
Criado Gallery

IIrraa LLoom
mbbaarrddiiaa aatt AAllaarrccoonn C
Crriiaaddoo G
Gaalllleerryy
“This is one of my favourite discoveries. She’s Spanish, living in the USA. She stopped
‘taking’ photographs ten years ago as a reaction against photography; now she uses
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archives. The big images at the back are from the Warburg Institute in London. Warburg
was one of the first curators to catalogue objects from history of art and antiquities
using thousands of photographs of ancient things. The middle images are from the postwar archive of Harry Shunk and János Kender – two photographers who documented
lots of performance and conceptual art in the 60s, 70s and 80s. The small images on
top are found on the internet. When you put them altogether, it’s like you’re
compressing and layering time and space in one image. The blue is her hands inserting
herself into the work.
“She also created an app: If you scan the blue section of the photographs, it tells you to
pick an image from your phone – like a picture of your cat – and then replaces the blue
with that image like a projector, giving the audience the power to change the work. You
get to be a part of the process, using technology to change the way you can
experience art.”

GALLERY / 8 IMAGES

Paris Photo 2021: Victoria Pidust at Galerie
Andreae

VViiccttoorriiaa PPiidduusstt aatt G
Gaalleerriiee AAnnddrreeaaee
“Victoria Pidust is Ukrainian, born in 1992. Lots of the photographers in Curiosa are
born in the 90s. She has a background in painting, and she does photography but …
non-photography. Her work takes 2D photographic images and puts them into 3D
imaging software: the same type that architects use. The software tries to reinterpret the
2D space as a 3D space. The way the software ‘reads’ the image, you get these weird
distortions and glitches. It no longer has the rectangular frame of a photograph. It
becomes this melting morph. She’s totally breaking out of the frame on the wall and on
the floor. Every piece is independent – on Dibond, or as a wall piece for which the
dimensions are measured and the artist has to create a new simulation. But combined,
they’re an installation. She uses these different levels: analogue, virtual, digital …
overlapping of realities. You only recognise the details of the photos when you are in
front of the work; otherwise, you recognise nothing.”
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Portrait of Sisterhood
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March Photography by Liv Liberg

Dutch photographer Liv Liberg spent a decade and a half photographing her
younger sister. Here, she tells AnOther the story behind the sprawling project
NOVEMBER 15, 2021
TEXT Orla Brennan

Though it sounds too incredible to be true, Liv Liberg began shooting her recentlypublished book Sister Sister when she was just ten years old. The joyful, organic
monograph is a culmination of 15 years spent photographing her younger sister Britt –
a mammoth project which began accidentally, as two girls simply playing dress up in
their parents’ wardrobe, and evolved into a dedicated photographic study of sisterly
ties, female identity, and the passage to womanhood.
Born to creative parents in Utrecht, The Netherlands, Liberg and her siblings grew up
near a farm in the verdant Dutch countryside and spent their childhood roaming freely
in nature. When they weren’t outdoors, Liberg and her sister would secretly rifle through
their parents’ walk-in wardrobe, which was filled with incredible pieces by Japanese
designers like Yohji Yamamoto, Comme des Garçons, and Kenzo, as well as vintage
Chanel and Mugler.
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Sister Sister by Liv Liberg

Liberg would adorn her sister in fantastical looks found in this treasure trove, adding
theatrical splashes of her mother’s make-up, and take her portrait in the wild
surrounding forest. “These clothes were special and I feel lucky that we were exposed
to them from such a young age,” Liberg tells AnOther. “And that we were sassy enough
to steal them for our shoots and put them back without my mom finding out.”
After digging up these old photographs three years ago, as she finished a degree in
photography at the Royal Academy of Art at The Hague, Liberg felt moved to create
something lasting from them, and returned to photographing her sister once more.
Shortlisted for the Prix du livre d’Auteur at this year’s Les Rencontres d’Arles photo
festival, the resulting book, Sister Sister, is structured in chapters which follow the
months of the year – traversing through stages of joy, awkwardness, and finally a quiet
confidence in the book’s concluding portraits, where Britt is a young woman.

June Photography by Liv Liberg

“The years are mixed, but all images are actually shot in those months,” says Liberg.
“This made the edit more easy and less emotional or visual based. The idea of months
is also poetic I think, and does give a certain feeling or colour to view the images with,
but it also doesn’t give away everything.” Her favourite month, she adds, is April; “It’s
the most performative and expressive, and maybe just the weirdest chapter of all.”
Though the emotion behind the images change as Britt grows older, there is a sense of
performance and play which is maintained throughout the book. “Britt was a
professional ballet dancer so she loved performing, moving, and is still very powerful at
that,” says Liberg. “We shot a lot together in the last few years, which made the project
more intimate, serious and intense.”
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December Photography by Liv Liberg

As the book makes its way into the world, Liberg hopes that Sister Sister can offer a
celebratory portrait of young womanhood, as well as highlighting the importance of
play in daily life. “I think that it’s important you are able to feel free and creative as
much as possible – and that nothing weird you do can be weird enough,” she says.
“Also feeling confident in your body and exploring this and your identity in as many
ways as possible. Play is so important.”
Poignantly, her latest project – a personal assignment for Acne Studios, commissioned
by the label’s new creative editor, Isabella Burley – sees Liberg dress up her sister and
photograph her in the Dutch outdoors once again. “In a way, it is just another
continuation of the book,” says Liberg. “Working for brands in this way, where you don’t
have to compromise, is something amazing.”
Sister Sister is out now and is available via Art Paper Editions.
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